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CHAP'I'ER I 
IITRODUCTIOI 
THE 
Christian living from its inception has been challenged by the 
relationship between learning and moral living. The problem of this 
study was involved with a statement of the principles of Christian 
Moral Behavior the implementation of those prinoiplea in the lite 
aotivity or behavior of the individual. It was the oontentioo. of the 
author that the teaohing process has not attained ita ultimate objec-
tive until the lite has been reoriented. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
A number oi.' years ago the author was aaken.ed to thh problem 
area. first it was probably more a feeling of bewilderment and 
oame to wrestle with problema and deoision.s in his 
~ life. There was little oonsoiousD.ess of the varied aspects in 
livin.g the moral life. As the years passed by an.d the author be• 
oame more personally involved with the lives of others through the 
min.istry. there developed an increasing alarm at the possibility of 
a vital problem, a desire tor a more adequate uD.derstanding of the 
problem, aD.d a praotioal yet adequate solution to it. Several fao• 
tors atan.d out as most prominen.t for their iD.fluenoe upon the author 
and this research which resulted. They are as tollowru (l) So many 
youn.g people who had been reared in the church school leave during 
the teens when they taos decisions in the moral lite. Are we to 
rate or h there a pro'b-
ship in the business and social world. The newspapers are profuse 
with items of moral oonfliot. National and local leaders have spoken 
out deploring the lack of moral integrity and responsibility in human 
relations. Lawlessness has become a national disgrace. 
One out of every 16 persons in the United States has been ar• 
rested and fingerprinted, while one out of every 31 persons has 
been oonvioted of one or more violations of the law. One fam• 
ily out of every 19 was affected some manner by crime last 
rear. Tho enormity of the crime problem h reflected bJ the 
fact that tor every dollar spent on education, one dollar and 
eighty-two cent~:~ is diverted to the coat of ori:ms. l''or every 
dollar given to the churches of this nation, crime costs us ten 
l'!ollars.l 
The lack of moral fiber was attributed as the cause for many 
of the American soldier& cracking under the Communist brain-washing 
program in the Korean conflict according to a newspaper art:i.ole.2 
(3) Ministers who testify that there are many moral problems con• 
tinually confronting them in their pastoral relationships and re• 
sponsibilities. These were more fully noted in Chapter IV through 
the findings of the attitude questionnaire. Very closely related 
to this is a vary evident absence of unity in evaluating the problem. 
on the part of the ministers, an agreement upon a workable 
1 Edward L. R. Elson, J..merioa's uiritual Recovery (Los 
: J:i'leming B. Revell Company, I9 ) , l?• to. 
2 "Tough Moral Fiber Held 
N&~nlb8~ 12. 1958, P• a. 
solution to the problem. 
BJ.SIC 
For a clearer understanding of this study. the reader must be 
aware of certain basic a1sumptions upon which the approach ot this 
study rests. was assumed that man is the creation ot God in His 
111piritual and as such was created with the capacity tor moral 
was assumed that man is not naturally endowed with 
or an inclination to adhere to 
the Mamie disobedience and the judgms:at whioh resulted, ms.n 111'11.8 lett 
in a deprawd. condition in which hil!l moral perception is da:rkened. 
the area ~f ~hristian moral behavior, there is a great contrast be• 
!be objectives of this studywere 
• On the assumption 
that moral behavior involve8 a problem common to all. it must .follow 
that the to the problem hinges 
was to set .forth a body truth u prin-
oiples upon which the Christian .... l(_o.._ra_l_!:!!..!. oan be built. A life 
without principle is as inconsistent as a house a foundation. 
Finally. it was the objective of this study to project a practical 
to the problem. moral 
behavior. 
As suggested by the title. this study was limited to the 
reference and was approached with the goal of 
attaining the fullness of the Christian _M...,..o:r_a_l .!e!!, intended by God 
with the provisions made available of human limitations. 
tical presentation on the level. This study was not 
to become involved in psychological and philosophical teohni• 
oalities of human behavior except as those patterns are indirectly 
reflected in the life of each individual. Therefore, technical 
necessary also in the area of the practical realization of moral 
behavior to recognize the limitations of individual potential. 
Thili!l means that every individual is a unique personality and re• 
spends in a given situation as an individual. 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The procedure of thb study was by way of research into same 
of the works n~ available, a questionnaire to determine oontempor• 
ary attitudes and approaches, a study of first source biblical 
principles supplemented by various works and authors, and projection 
of a program for carrying those principles into the life situation. 
F'or the purpose of this study these definitions comprised the 
.ullll'<IIIU.! • .u& of the following , ... ,...., .. 
Christian • the of the n~ birth experience in Christ 
which is the gift of grace through faith in the finished work 
Christ 'e plan of salvation. It pre•supposea the individual 
who spiritually in a new and living relationship. 
__ _._ - characterized by the of practice or conduct 
in right and wrong behavior. I·t involves the life situation in which 
an individual must make a decis conduct. For this stud.7 
wherever the Christian Behavior, is used with this con-
....,.. ........... 
it will be 
Biblio.Christian • 
centered in the 
~inciEles • the 
to foundation 
Christi.an \'oral Life. 
italics. 
concept of Christian resource which i.e 
evangelical interpretation. 
.;...;;;;..;;;....;;.;;..;..;;;.......,. __ .;....;.;.,... ...,..;..,.....,...;..;;........, per• 
structure 
Imfle~ntation - the those principles per• 
tains to the transfer those principles tram their identit1 ae a 
or truth into the actual life processes of the individual. 
'The and crucial point or thb atudy, therefore, was the pro• 
jection or an approach and procedure by which one may attain the 
effeetive reali&ation of Christian ~&oral Behavior in life that ia 
built the of· Christian Behavior. 
OF ORGAIUZATIOB 
The study was organized around four basic areas of approach. 
Chapter 'I'wo wu an investigation to establish certain basic BibUo• 
the 
the 
Four were tor the 
Christian 
----
burden the study in """"'"'"'''""i-
1m1PU'm.entll\t:!.on of the Biblio.Chrbtian 

BIBLIOAL OF 
Il~TRODiJC TI O'N 
One or the greatest needs of every individual with regard 
to his moral behavior has been to find proper norms or standards 
of conduct, and at the same time aoquire sufficient moral dynamio 
to enable him to live up to the standarda whioh he recognizes and 
aooepts. What is r'ight, what is mor"al, and how are these stand• 
ards to be put into practice in a world of contusion, conflict, 
and full of contradiction not to mention evil intent and practice! 
How is one to keep his gaze fixed upon such standards when so 
false goals are continually challenging the individual for 
attention. G. H. Betts in a study of curr'ieulum for religious 
education suggests that the environment offered the individual in 
this generation iiJ complex and contusing. He says there must be 
some center of enlightenment provided to set forth valuea which 
will appeal to the higher ideals 
operate to control oonduct.1 
establish drives that will 
The individual of today has the right, then, to demand of 
religious curriculum that it shall define to him the norms of 
conduct, laying before him the standards and ideals which have 
activated men at their best. And he has a right at the same 
time to demand that the eurrieulum shall help him to develop 
the moral dynamic to live in aooordanoe with these ste.nde.rds 
1 George H. Betts, Curriculum of Religious Education (lew 
York: Abingdon Press, 1924), P• 268.-- ' 
If this evaluation of 
individual would dare to attempt the establishment of such norms ot 
conduct? Does the human possess the depth of insight to render 
judgment on so vital an iuue? The anRer to this question is not 
found in the potential capacity of man's ability. It was for this 
very reason that this study was directed to establish the first 
and only foundation for Christian Moral Behavior in the Biblio• 
Christian context as the revelation of God for the redemption of 
~ from sin unto a temporal life of true holiness in moral behaYior 
through the adequate provisions of grace that were revealed in 
Christ. The Biblical context then becomes the basic resource for 
establishing the principles of Christian Moral Behavior. For this 
study these principles were derived from only two avenues of ap-
preach; Mmely, those derived from God in revelation, and those 
related to the nature and need of man. 
FROM GOO IN 
Ae Seen In the Nature of God. The Bible reveals God &I 
~ ............. ..,...,_. ._..._ ....... ~
the only source and essence of the Good. wAnd Jesus said unto 
--
him., oallest thou me good? lone good liUl.W one, even God. tt 
Mark l0tl8. 
But God could not be the alone Good, if He were not the 
perfect personality. For the Good ••• is not to be found ex• 
oept in personality. and within its realm. Perfect goodness 
1 Ibid., P• 268. 
-
10 
has perfect knowledge as its attributes. God, the 
perfect 1!!1 will, is at the same time the All,..ise and All• 
powerful.~ 
is identified with the will of 
"It is the will of God that de:tius the nature of intrinsic good• 
ness ••• therefore the good must be conceived in wholly personal 
dimensions ••• is none other than God•in•himaelf.~2 
God has also revealed Himself in the Bible as perfect love. 
one that loveth is begotten of God, 
loveth h begotten of God, and 
• He that 
us that love has little value unless it o~ioates in 
personal relationship. ~urthermore, insofar as God has revealed 
Himself to man, man must respond to receive Him as he is enabled by 
power of the Holy Spirit. This love is also revealed in the 
manifestation or gift of Himeelf into the world that life might be 
reali&ed through Him. ft'Herein we.s the love of God manifested in 
us, that God sent his only 
l R. E. Weidner, ! Szstem of Christian Ethics (Philadelphi&e 
G. w. ~7ederick Publishing Co., 1693,, P• 21. 
2 Carl F. Henry, Christian Personal Ethics (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing ~o., Is!?). P• 2!2. 
ll 
of stands as one of the 
The 
your 
temple of God 
such are ye." "Remove 
truth of 
Aa Seen In the Moral Intent of God. God has spoken initially 
..._................................. - .................. 
to rewal I:Ib moral intent for man. This special rewlation thus 
cares fo:r a dual predicament of human nature: that is, that mB.l1 
ing who is engrossed in eintul practice. This revela• 
tion of God not only reveals the condition and course of man's 
rebellious way, but also makes known the way of recovery trom db• 
obedience and then to walk in the path of obedience.2 This ex• 
'e requirement for 1 behavior is not limited 
to the area of generalities or vague propositions, but rather, is 
E!tltpressed in specific levels of responsibility both positive and 
negatiw. It h directed to affect every area of life in thought, 
word, and deed. 
Furthermore, the intent of God was basically revealed in the 
1 John M. Murray, Princifles ot Conduct (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,~951T; P• 202. 
2 OIU"l F. Henry, Christian Peraonal Ethics, P• 264 
Genesis 1:27. FrOM the first direction given to man at oreatica 
he WIUil charged with the responsibili:t,- of stewardship in God' 1 o:rea• 
tion. Beyond this he was given the command to obedience and the 
promise of judgment tor disobedience. (See Genesi& 2:16-17). 
'l'he image of God in .man establbhes man• s capacity for 
fellowship with God. Christianity means nothing more by the 
uniquene u of man than his dignity derived from the Divine 
purpose in creation and redemption. Concern for morality and 
truth is a nature and original feature of the human spirit 
only in view of his particular origin. The only impression 
the Bible gives or man's condition on the basis or creation 
ia that of moral uprightness. Man possessed an ability to 
diacern the will or God oonoerning all the duties required 
of him. He had a diaposition to perform those duties. .A:I::Id 
he was eager to translate that disposition into ready oompli• 
anoe and performance. The important truth that awn the 
Gentiles have the work of the law written on their hearts has 
an Old Testamsnt as well as New Testament basis. It rests on 
the view that man has been granted from. the first a divinely 
inaoribed ethic on the basis of creation... lot only does the 
biblical record represent Adam as capable of moral choice from. 
the start, but it views the first murderer as morally oulp• 
able. Christian ethics illl based specifically on the specially• 
revefled Divine will as the source and ground of the moral 
law. 
Though it h true that in the fall of man and his dbobed• 
ience in sin, the judgment of broken fellowship was meted out, man 
still remained morally accountable to God. God was still in con• 
tact with the spirit of man, for, though the image wae marred, it 
It is quite evident that the immediate importance of the Ten 
l Ibid., P• 160 
-
l$ 
far grea.t.er importanoe and 
inforoed while specifically stating that which had been in effect 
the creation. 
preted and sounded forth that 1ame basic content moral law 
e.dd!Dg only that by the revelation of the Holy Spirit which served 
challenge of moral behavior 
in responsibility before God and their fellow man in their ow.n 
day. Charles B. Willitm.U~ states concerning the ministry and 
message of' the prophets: 
The prophets Amos and Hosea emphasised justice and leye 
in all the relations of life, especially the righteousness of 
judges, rulers, and the rioh, the love of huebandJJ for 
e'fen their erring wives. Isaiah and Micah thundered against 
land monopoly, the pride, luxury and gay dressing of the 
womsn. Isaiah also denounced intemperance in strong drint.l 
Thus the prophets took the Word of God and applied it to 
the moral problems of their day. They earnestly exhorted their 
people toward righteous and holy living while not neglecting their 
responsibility of denounoing the sins that were all about and re• 
sulting in disaster to individual and nation alike. 
The Testament revelation of God's will brought the t.pao~ 
of wisdom in righteousness and holiness expressed through the 
l Charles B. Williams. An Introduction To Christian Ethioa 
(Kansas City• Western BaptistPutitlshing eo.,-r9!1) 1 P• !7 • 
14 
recteemJl!!' he art and 
tr~:~ntlta which had become 
of oaar upon the 
the lives • 
of 
ll.'WlllltrOUI lllS:Il•lMdte 
t ~ stan~ard revealed and 
removed tho imprint 
... .,. .... l.!.mru down throudl the a~ea. 
a deeply spiritual the 
way out of man's 
principles of 
the of Christ, it proclaimed that salvation comes 
through the keeping of its demands. :Nowhere 
does Bible proclaim. a salvation that by•pau:ea the moral law.l 
Certainly it 
the fulfillment of the 
with 
the of salvation through Christ as 
same righteousness of Christ 
victory over the pa'ffer and 
preseMe of sin available to every individual through faith done. 
The Acta of the Apostles reveals the early ohuroh wrestling 
with the new spiritual freedom and inner spiritual fortitude avail• 
able through Christ. The epistles applied the eternal principles 
moral righteouanen in everyday problems through the impact 
ministry of the Holy Spirit and the life of fruitfulness realized 
through a complete surrender to His leading. 
l Henry, ~· !!:•• P• 289. 
..!!,1.! Spiritual.!,!! :Moral Condition.!£~· This aspect of 
man's predicament has already been considered as reflected in the 
moral intent and. will of God. Howe'"'r, to consider it very briefly 
by direct approach, there are several factors that bear noting. 
One of the most predominant teachings of Scripture bears 
directly upon the moral predicament through its teaching on the 
depravity of the hum.an natura and its darkened spiritual peroep• 
There is none righteous, no not one; there is none that 
understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God; they 
have all turned aside, they are together become unprofitableJ 
there is none that deeth good, no not so muoh as one. 
Rom.a:ns 3:9-12. 
According to the Bible there is a barrier in human depravity that 
makes it impossible to fulfill the requirements of Chrifltian lJoral 
Behavior in the natural man because he is spiritually dead. 
The Atonement. Into this condition in which the guilt and 
bondage of sin holds man captiw the free grace of God is m.ani• 
tested. Though moral behavior is a matter of human relationship, 
it is basically a man to God relationship. Where the basic problem. 
of sin which co:ndell.U'.I.8 man and zeparates him. from communion and fell• 
Cllfship with God b solved, most of man'a problema with hils fellC~J 
man will fall into line. The biblical answer is then that through. 
redemption man becomea rightly related to God. The doctrine of the 
atonement is involved basically with what God has done on behalf of 
1e 
The Bible loon upon sin not :merely as an infraction ot 
positive enactments or (H:>~ndments, but as the viola• 
tion of God's moral law grounded in his character. The essea• 
tial. attributes of the Divine nature call tor the appeasement 
of n-od•a wrath if the dnner h to be spa:reH't.l 
The sacrifice of Christ therefore becomes the propitiator.y 
offering to satisfy Goo• s jut demand. 
''Being juatitied fr'eely by his graee through the redemption 
that is in Christ Jesus: whom God set forth to be a propitia• 
tion, through faith, in his blood, to show his righteou&B$81 
because of the passing over of the sins done aforetime, in the 
forbearance of GodJ for the 1howing, I 1ay, of hia righteous• 
ness at this present season: that he might hiuelf be just, 
the justifier of him that hath faith in Jesus." Romans 
1:24•26 
Re~ae.n.eration !.!!!. Chril!ltian Perfection. When the providons 
ot the atonement are appropriated by faith in the promise ot the 
it any man ia in Christ, he is a new oreaturet the old things are 
passed ~ayJ behold, they are become new.~ II Corinthians 5:17. 
Restoration ot the lost soul into the reala of Sonship has been 
the impartation of a new Dature. ldW• it this new born creature in 
in his lite. He will neognhe an inD!II:.r 'bent o:.r inclination toward 
sin which continually wars against the nature :.renewed after Christ. 
17 
The exhortation of Romans 6:12 is heard, RLet not sin therefore 
reign in your mortal body, that ye should obey the lusts thereof ••• 
but preaent yourselves unto God, as alive from the dead, and ,-our 
members as instr"WE~nts of righteousness unto God." low by faith 
the heart reaches out to claim the promiae of cleansing from the 
veey presence of sin. Christiii.D. perfection is then a reality with 
love from a pure heart. 
Pl"inciplee !!! Conduct. The prO'rlsions of the new birth, 
the reinforcements of Christian perfection, the love of Christ 
motivating, and the Holy Spirit leading,. open before the believer 
DmT potentials and powers for Christiii.D. Moral Behavior. He nOR 
sees his privileges and responsibilities in moral living from a 
pure heart. However, a word of caution here. This is surely the 
promise of the Father to the trusting and believing heart, but 
faith will only reach out when light has been revealed and response 
is yielded. The response to light received becomes the crucial 
issue in the full realization of the promises of God in Christian 
Moral Behavior. 
The Holy Spirit has become a constant companion and faith• 
ful guide to moral living. The prayer life takes on new vitality 
through an increased sensitivity to the •ill of God and the be• 
liever•s response to it. can say with the Apostle Paul, ffJay, 
in all these things 'lW8 are more than conquerors through him that 
loved useD Romans 8:5?. 
18 
Proceeding on the assumption that the Christian faith alone 
baa the unique qualifications tor assuring victor.y in Christian 
Moral Behavior, we have considered some of the Biblical principles 
'ii!'hioh rare of prime importance to Christian Moral Behavior. The 
area ot consideration considered those prinoiples derived 
from God rewlation. These weret the nature of God as seen 
Goodness, Love, Holiness; intent of 
...,_,......,..,,.,. ............ "!!'> moral relation;ship with man that man should attain 
behavior with his fellaw man; and the will God as seen in 
the ~~d New Testa~nt which projected the standard ot a 
righteousness tor all mankind made provision tor the redemption 
ot fallen man unto H~elf. The second section considered those 
principles related to the nature need of man. The spiritual 
moral condition of man was noted as spirituall7 dead and 
revealed His mo:r&l nature in love to pro• 
vide an atonement tor the redemption of fallen man. Regeneration 
of the bout and Chrietian perfection 1t&nd as the promise of God 
through faith as divine enabling :tor Christian Moral Behavior. 
those provisions new lite im reoriented around Christian 
principles of conduct b7 the minietry the Hol7 Spirit and nsw 
in pra;rer. 
19 

III 
In the development of this 
convenient for purpose of relating moral behavior in its seoula~ 
realm to the development of moral in the Christian realm. 
is a baaio point of 
Christian Moral Behavior was noted. as ~ the basic auumptiona 
study. Therefore the purpose was not to pro~ the oon• 
trasting points of difference, but rather to trace the de~lopment 
of Chriatian :Moral Behavior with particular l!ilmphasis upon e ome of 
influeneEut operative upon its develo:p~~Je~nt. 
In this area of historical orientation, one could easily be• 
com involved in th<~~~ n'WIItrous systems and philosophies of moral con• 
eepte th0ir effeo't upon behavior. It was extremely to 
limit oonaidera'tion to general influences and their reflection 
in b<!.'lhavior in order to note a~ of iatlu.enc<~~~a in the 
develop~~~Snt of Christian Moral Behavior. 
moat logical place of beginning in this area orienta• 
is to establish a baaio frame of reference by way of defin• 
ition. l'lhat is tho meaning of moral f word carries a relative 
connotation in one sense of meaning. What 11 moral to one individ• 
ual may not be to another. 
1. Charuterill&~td 'by exeellenoe in what pertaina to practice 
as W1d • 2. or concerned with 
establishing prinoipl.ea of :right w:rong in 'behavior, eth• 
ioal, as moral philosophJ• s. Sel'"Ving to teach or convey a 
moral: as a morel lesson. 4. Pertainin~ to character, conduct• 
intentions, social relations, eto., viewed ethically; as moral 
ideas, moral con.viotiou. 5. to a standard of what 
ia good and virtu.ousJ as a • 6. P&rtainillg 
to or affecting morality, morale, or moraleJ as, a moral force. 
1. Sanctioned by, or operative upon, one's oonsoienoe or 
ethical judgment= as, a moral obligation. 8. Capable of right 
wrong action~ as, a agent.l 
tioned in Chapter created in the image of 
tion. to or substantiate that faotJ 
is presented as the position of evangelical Christi• 
a dwprawd 
philosophies and systems 
hm:Wil'l relations and of man with God. 
groupe.~2 A briet 
l Webster•• Colle~iate Diotione.~ (Springfield, Mass., 
G. & o. Merriam o o., l'ub bher&; "1'912}, P• 64S. 
2 Charles B. Willi~, An. Introduction To Ohristi~n Ethics 
(Kansas City: Western Baptiat~bliehing Co.,-r9~7), P• 15. 
distinoti vs systems will se:rve to illustrate the 
point. b. sOIII'J respects the Greek: oirtl:haticm. wu the greatest 
dewlope4 before the Christian ere. The olia.te ad their favor• 
able situatiaa. added to their national instincts, helped the Greeks 
1 Sixth C•nt'IU7 B.c., into a mighty nation. From 
life there 
velopsd moral ideals through their religious conoeptioas. 
Jeho"f&h wu holy and righteous and loving; therefore they 
should be. standard character and was the per• 
scnal God who delivered them from its slavery. rbey 
beliewd that Jehovah had revealed them through 
Moses and the patriarchs, through the prophets and the sages, 
and a right relation with Jehovah impliod right relations 
with their fellow-men. 
this foundation it that the Hebrews developed 
philosophical speculation, but the 
1 Ibid•• P• 17. 
-
2 Ibid., 
-
18, 19. 
3 Ibid •• P• 21. 
of 
D. 
level l'ff 
praotical 
the sooial 
continued of 
the streams of moral activity ••• The narrow separation of the 
ths de"n 1 op,ment of ideals. 
Isaiah and Micah had pictved. natiou going to Mt. Zion 
the Romans and all ether foreigners. They encouraged the 
people not to justioe. not h.elp ths help-
less and serve the suffering, but to keep the law, eapeciall7 
the written 
that 
1 Ibid.,. P• 21. 
-
2 I.oc. oit. 
--
5 Ibid., P• 22. 
-
E. H. ~oky, lU.stoey of European :Morals (New Yorkt 
and Company, 1872), vol. 1:-
by 
of 
DevelOJ!f!EUlt 2!,. moral feeli~glh Lec]Qr also dbotuused at sGme 
length the general developme~t of moral feelings. He showed hmr 
moral enthuaiasmwas related to different stages of oivilizatio~.2 
degree of excellence in which a reverential spirit is wanting ••• for 
noted the development of moral feeling 
tudes female virtue 
quite 
the 
l Ibid., I, 94-113. 
-
2 Ibid., I, 145. 
-
3 !, 148. Ibid., 
-
4 Ibid., 
-
I, 158. 
its relationship to a.tti• 
rolation.4 It seema 
the mortl.l. 
The advent of Christianity in h~ history with all the 
ramification of its impact upon moral behavior provides unlimited 
opportunity tor evaluation and projection in Christian _Mo ..... r_,a.-.1 !!,• 
various aspeota in the development of moral behavior through the 
impact of Christianity. 
ing contribution of Christianitywas 
tion tor lite. This, of' course, was made possible by the propitia• 
tor.1 work of Christ upon the cross making possible the regeneration 
of life in the soul of man through the simple act of faith as trust. 
The Christian faith proved adequate for meeting the deepest Med of 
potential for moral behavior. D. s. Gregory acclaL~ Christianity 
as the GBly adequate solution of all theories ever proposed in that 
Christianity alone meets the demands for moral reconstruction. Re 
contends that Christianity takes into account and provides tor all 
the essential elements of human natuHJ that it proposes to make the 
most and the best of body and soul. of intellect and moral natu:re, 
of individual and of sooiety.l Furthermore, he states that 
1 D. s. Gregory, Christian Ethics (Philadelphia: Eldredge 
and Brother, 1875), P• 1~6. 
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Christianity 
• • • gi ws the grandest scope and solee:dty to freedom and 
responsibility, to progresdvene~tll!l and ia.'llOrtality. It exdt~t 
God to his true kingdom. of pQJrer and wisdom. and low over the 
life and destiny of man. It takes full cognis~Uee of the all• 
impone.nt te.ote ot the wreck of the moral m.a.Dhood and the fail• 
ure in the moral task. It provides for the restoration of the 
f~r by an almighty reconstructing pQJrerJ and for the lifting 
up of the latter by the nsw and universal motive power of di• 
vine faith and love, and by the mighty and everlastiug m.isdoa 
tor the glory • It embodies its perfect system of moral• 
ity and its marvelous scheme of grace in a person, Jesue Christ, 
who iii'J at onoe th'ill perfect example of h'!.UiU~.n right doing and the 
complete exhibition of divine love tor man. and the almighty 
helper of man in his atruggle up tm~ard the right life and man• 
h.ood.l 
Another contribution of Christianity was the introduotion ot 
to virtue. It endeavored to point man through the estab• 
liahmsnt of a moral standard to noblest and best attainable in 
lite and to lead him toward conform! ty :.·to that moral law 
whioh requires supreme devotion God., a wiae regard for his <M'B 
being, and an unselfish love and helpfulness to his fellow-man.2 
ChFistianity also made moral teaching a main function of its clergy• 
ditoipline the leading object 
of' l'MW.11:ind. 
1 too. cit. 
--
2 Ibid., P• 161. 
-
the due performanoe of its ritea, 
perseveringly for the regeneration 
moral reality as truth was felt in almost every area 
elemsnts that were not found in any other scheme of moral develop• 
mnt. It WfUI acmowled~ed by even the worst enemies of Chriltian• 
ity, that when those who claimod to adhere to it tailed to reach a 
the fault of the system, in its 
ai:m., in its method, or in its a,gencies, but the fault of the indirld• 
u.al alone .1 
Christian morality lett its impact a new evaluation ot 
mission in lite as a new creature. It placed a call before every 
man know, to act, and to be as an iDdi rldual who is accountable 
to alone. This nn- evaluation of hUll!m. lite caused a great up• 
the 
through the realization of new motives 
fhe impaot of Chrbtian morality wae felt in the area of 
ltW~Um relations or the social lite. Ohrhtian morality proved that 
it wu able to transform society through the transformation of the 
imirldual. It bro\lght a new perspective into hum.an relations. 
1 D. S. Gregory, .!2,• .!!.:!.•• P• 161 • 
2 lV. E. H. leaky, .22• .!!.!,•• II, 34•65. 
that Christianity has 
•• .. broken the old wall separation between the and 
the Gentile, be~en the high low, between the learned 
the unlearned, and made the world one ot the nobler basis 
of ohe.J'aoter and oOllllllOn hUJW.nity. has brought in oars tor 
the once dee~ised ~cor, freedom to the slave, lifted 
woman to her rightful place, tilled all Christendom with its 
infirmaries and hospitala asylums, introduced an in• 
tense love and an enthusiastic selt•saerifice tor universal 
humanity. It alone, ot all plead tor man's 
adoption, has introduc!d this practical of the 
universal brotherhood. 
on the reconstruction of national than it has been on the in• 
levels. 
with the 
Christianity, but with the difficulty 
all that 
man. 
LA'l'ER CHRISTIAN ERA 
its inception in the life, death, and resurrection ot 
Christ and the subsequent ccmmll!lnd of ye therefore, and make dis• 
oiples 
the Son and of the Holy SpiritJ teaching 
1 D. s. Gregory, ,!£• !!1•• P• 169. 
2 Ibid. 1 P• 169 • 
-
l commanded you; lo, I ~with you always, 
~Q4~~~·~ 28:19·20, the Christi&R of world, n 
spread rapidly +.~·Pn~1~~ 
vitality 
subdued in the stereotyped legalism v."ith its 
upon the lives ot the people. Christian Moral Behavior was 
gl"'eatly subdued even in eirolee. L!Jcky gives an ex:te:r111 
the this era. noted 
was scanty historioll\1 
atrocious crimes were 
iani.ty. There was a very 
of proportion. 
the olergy.l 
level jurst 
revolution 
ot the 
n~"".u history. 
the Reformation, 
setting forth the statements 
• It was a ti.~ 
and even .Ohr:ht• 
ot oivio 
nature were li!'mpsl~Lili 
discouraging 
of response as 
were east upon the record 
"""'""- to appear 
conviction of personal 
their re 
1u 
instruction 
out prominently during 
Wholeness of Life respect• 
------
the praotiot~.l 
au attempt to find a 
l E. :a. Castle, Koral Education. in Christian Ti:mes (London: 
Gewge and. Unwin ttd. 11 I958l. · · -
2 Ibid., 
-
P• 81•102. 
s 
• 103-131. Ibid., 
-
4: Ibid., PP• 132-163. 
-
5 Ibid., PP• 164-226. 
-
reaulta. 
The a.tt.empt was ode in this chapter to gain an hbtorioal 
perspective of Christian Koral Behavior through tracing the develop-
ment of moral concept and behavior in the pre-christian, early 
Christian, and later Christian eru. '!'hie approach obvioully oov• 
ered a span of many years and involved a ou of contributing tao• 
tors making it impractical for the purpose of this study to carry 
out a just evaluation of all factors. Therefore, the writer se• 
looted some of the factors which depict appropriate development for 
enlightenment on the theme of this study which 1st Teachi!i Christ• 
ian Moral Behavior. ln order to establish a basic frame of refer• _ _........., ... _....,.._....,..__..... 
enoe Webater's standard definition of moral was noted. 
The three divisions of time outlined were selected to consider 
the development of moral concept in hiatory. The Greek and R~ 
oivilizatione made their greatest contribution in the development 
of moral principles baaed on social inter-relationships. The He• 
brews developed a higher concept of moral principle but were not 
as kGen intellectually or philosophically. Evon the high moral con• 
cept of the Hebrews was eewrely h:lmered by too much ritual and 
legaliam. Intuition, the influence of intellect, and the evalua• 
tie of various stan.dards of society were forces instrumental in the 
development of moral concept. The development of moral feeling waa 
influenced by impressions of reverence and attitudes reflecting 
hmi!.i.n virtue :relation. 
The early Christian era noted some unique contributions 
toward the development of moral concept. Christianity provided a 
~foundation for lif& through re~enerationwhioh also contributed 
a new potential for moral behavior. Christianity also introduced 
~ motiYGs to morality which emphasised responsibility in devotion 
to God, regard for self, and unselfish helpfulness to fellow•m&n• 
It enlarged the spiritual function of the clergy. The new quality 
of morality in Christianity made its impact in human, social, and 
national lite. Failure was acknowledged as the fault of man and 
d: the moral principles involved. Chrill'Jtianity stands uniquely 
alone :tn its power to produce the true :moral lite and :man. 
development of' moral concept in the later Christian era 
was enon:mbered by :rr.any problema. behavior was subdued '07 
legaliam. Little literature was produced. Crimes were committed 
in the name of Christianity. The clergy became corrupt. This trsnd 
reached its lowest level just preceding the Reformation. 
on a new vitality in faith was evident by the renewed pronounce• 
menta of authors on m.oral themes. An increasing comprehension 
development of' moral behavior is detected every age, though at 
times it is very irregular. 
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CBRIS'tlAI 
Tb$ basic purpose of this chapter is reflected in the com• 
pcsite report of a questionnaire which was circulated among the at• 
dairl.$d elders of the Pacific iortbnst Conference of the Evangelioal 
United Brethren Churoh. This was an attitude questionnaire on the 
subject of Christian Uoral Behavior. !he full and detailed report 
of that questionnaire is presented in thia chapter without o~nt 
or evaluation. The writer contends that to condense this report 
would do an injustice to those cooperating through possible error 
of intent by rephrasing and oo:ndensing attitudes expressed, and 
there would be a definite loss in the composite impact of the total 
expreesion by these ministers. 
In Chapter Three, the reader was aware of the pattern ot 
approach in orientation. It began with a very general approach to 
the moral concept tracing the develo~nt of moral behavior through 
historical perspective toward the focused attention upon the speci• 
fie area of Chriatian Moral Behavior. Therefore, this chapter now 
presents the various aspects of Christian Moral Behavior in the 
contemporary frame of reference from a select and limited se~nt 
of professional participants in this field of endeavor. As stated, 
this was an attitude questionnaire. Each section wae related in 
some way to the others, especially for evaluation. Therefore. it 
full of the 
could be realized only by the study of i.ndividually and 
a comparative evaluation of whole. For this time, in• 
were evaluated as they 
to the factors oonddered. A copy of the Qt.aestion:naire 
ia inserted on the tollOW"ing for the reader's information. The 
CONCEPTS OF CHRISTIAN MORAL 
first part of the report presented is that part of the 
the first section. It waa 
intended to establish the various of Christian Moral Be• 
-
full report of those 
!he Christian's ability to keep ~ of God as it concerns 
God 1\Wd folk who liw around us. This inoludes belbvera 
and unbelievers. 
Mildly stated, ethically, 
Christian, "What would Jesus do?: 
1 to do?", but as a 
Right attitudes and behavior with Christian principle as 
guide. 
pattern of life's activities which, as actions, have moral 
bases and implications. 
The spirit of living Christ•liko life. The Command• 
llliU.tts is the guide to development, yet the living b on the 
Testa~nt plain. The on the Mount. 
Righteous living which honors 
Him. 
Place a check V'/ in the box which most nearly expresses your opinion.r 
l• I do 0 do not 0 believe that moral behavior is one of the 
basic problems ot our society today. 
2. I do 0 do not 0 believe that I have a clear Wldersta.nding 
of Christian 'Mora.h Behavior means involves. 
s. I do 0 do not 0 believe that Christian faith and its 
, principles provide the beat vw"'"~"'"Ji.vu for behavior. 
4. l do 0 do not 0 believe that 
Christian 'Moral Behavior msa.ns 
people understand what 
in:volves. 
5. I do 0 do not 0 belieV& that Chrbtian Behavior would 
be :more widely practiced through a more e.ffe<rti"'M teaching 
program. 
e. I do 0 do not 0 promote a speoitio, pre-arranged plan tor 
(brbtly pleue) 
Your cooperation in the next t"vo would be greatly appreoi• 
• Please use the back of this page it additional spaoe ia needed. 
A. List those foundation principles which you believe are moat 
to effective Behavior. 
2. 
B. List ways by which JOU belieV& these principles might be most 
etfeotively taught or implemented into everJday experience. 
1. 
incorporated 0 none D aoms 0 all of' iteme "A,. 
listed • 
name i:f you gra.It.t to be quoted. on ot 
above mentioned program.. It you sign your name, I shall be 
1
"'
1;u""''"' to roturn to you the statistics basio thit 
que ati o:anaire. Thank You. 
Signature 
Christian attitude which results in Christian action in refer• 
ence to morals • moral conduct. 
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1~e working out in everyday living of the basio moral teachings 
of Scripture. 
The volitional eonfo:rmity of the redea•d self to the revealed 
ethios of God's Word. 
A behavior or conduot that has basis a purpose to please 
God, and to do only to ~. 
He that knows to do good does not do it; to him it is sin. 
Of course the basic guide Bible. without 
Christian contact not know that the Bible forbids certain 
·things. Bible must be the of 
aotar. There is no other stardard. 
the world oan and does change. t 8 laws • ~e;y 
an un•ohanging. This is the bash any society must based 
upoa. Christian moral character be "relatiw". 
God for a standardl 
Christ-like, uplifting, personal relationships and actions of 
one individual lnd.h'i.dual o:r group. l:Ionelirt, 
spiritual, and godly attitudes regarding the property, person 
and thought actions of a.."lother. 11M would man should. 
do unto you, so do ye unto them.~ 
A behavior which is dominated every respect by the Go3pel ot 
socially, mentally as well as Bpiritually. 
A Christ-like life - by ! mean a daily life is mor• 
ally right. In the day in .u.~..~ ....... we live, the term, "morally 
right" can be understood standard of the teaching 
So:riptun. 
Ia characterized by the influence of Christ's teachings upon 
that pertain to practice, conduct, and character. 
activity of the Christian that borders the moral 
right and wrong. 
Doing those things that are holy and pleasing to God and re• 
fraining from doing those are not pleasing to 
as revealed by the Holy Spirit and the Word of God. 
Vihataoever is not of faith (in the Lord Jesus) b sin. Christ• 
ian moral oohe.'ri.or must be based upon the nature of God in 
Christ as the pattern. 
The lite lived with Christ at :its center. II Corinthians 5:17J 
Hebres lihl4. 
Our conduct as those who are accountable to a holy, righteoua 
God, to whose glory our liws are to be lived. 
The positive code of ethics and behavior which is a product 
ot spiritual transformation rather than moral reformation. 
Following the teaching of Christ (his absolute ethic as oaapared 
to our relative ethic). 
A type of living which promotes proper relationships between 
the sexes, between raoea, between individuals, and between the 
individual and God, which draws the individual closer to his 
friends and to God, and prompts his friends to do likewise. 
Expressed in Scripture 1 "Whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do 
all to the Glory of God". It is positive righteousnsss, and 
not negative sinlessness. 
Aoting in accordance with the directive• clearly taught in the 
Bible and following the oheoks and the leadings of the Holy 
Spirit in carrying these out. 
Attitudes, acts, deeds, and habits that are consistent with 
Testament theology. 
A life of purity lived in accordance to the power of freedaa 
from sin through the effoctiw means of grace in Jesus Christ. 
Living a life in harmony with the toachinga of God's Word, as 
the Spirit reveals how we ought to act. 
That type of behavior which is conducive to good clean charac• 
tor and a noble worthwhile goal for one's lifo. 
The living out in all aretUII of lite of tho Law of Creative Low 
which eeeks the highest good ot all and refrains from all 
thoughts ann deeds that hiader the fullest expression of this 
low as exemplified in Christ. 
Morality in conduct according to Christ's teachings. Arises 
from the experience of salvation one reooives by confession of 
sin and faith in the Lord Jesus ChrhtJ and, instruction troa 
the Scriptures. 
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L!ving the Christian life as given to us in the 
and reYealed to us by the Spirit. 
The conduct and daily practice of Christians in all phases of 
their liYGEh This of course from what they ~lien. Be• 
lief and aoticn go together. Matthew 12tS4-s5. Proverbs 4t2S. 
Placing God first, others second, self laat. "Thou shalt low 
the Lord Thy God with heart, mind, soul, strength, and ThJ 
D$ighbor as selr.u 
that attitude of heart toward the Scriptures that allows the 
Holy Spirit to work as He did in the early church. 
That the life will be well pleasing to God, and that the daily 
life among fellow men will be uplifting and olean and above 
reproach. 
A practical obedience of moral teachings of Jesus. 
Christianity is the source that possible a moral lite. 
Above reproach as seen by others. A life i:noreasingiy ~ 
formable to that of Jesulil' Christ. 
Those acts which contribute to individual and corporate well• 
being and happiness which facilitate understanding, com-
munication and confidence people, and which lead men 
to recognize God' e dominion over them.. 
That pattern of oharacter conduct based upon ethical 
teachings of Jesuu and approximated by His personal ministry 
and example. 
The desire to live a lifo that is most consistent with 
teachings and exemplary life of Jesus Christ. 
Possessing all the qualitiel one needs to live in our 
world with a Christian viewpoint on all major or minor iasues. 
Poase1ning the knowledge or ego and super-ego strengths 
achieving a consciousness or relationship with all that Christ 
may be upheld in all issues. 
Is doing what Christ would because He dwells within Mf 
heart through Hh Holy Spirit. 
Basically, it means followi.ng conscientiously the teachings of 
the Bible thereby keeping OD$8 conduct above :reproach. NeYer 
should a Christian's oonducrt be such as to rahe a question. 
Human acts which man b respond.ble for. Christian Moral Behav-
ior should be Christ like behavior. 
--
the 
U.i'e of the 
accept the teachings of Jesus in regard to our oonduot in 
relationwith others and these teachings the bal!les of our 
conduct. 
That all of life sooially, business, as well as religious must 
be on the very highest of Chriltian standards. 
balioally in the motive life. 
Christian until purpose is known. 
purpoeeat self and God. 
action may be called 
There are basically two 
Christians are Christ li~ ones. It to love God and our 
neighbor as ourselves. It tulf~lls the 1~, because love is 
the fulfilling of the law. 
Aooeptanoe of obedience 
relation to our fellowmen. 
Based on 22t32•M. Loving with all - and your 
neighbor as your1elt. Keeping this oomman.dmsnt will msan 
neping the Ten onl7 with a motive of love and 
unselfishness. Stealing, adultery, murder eto. will be shom1 
their true immoral state. 
Living according to the principles set .forth by Christ, espeo• 
iall7 in the Sermon On The Mount, and oharaoterized in life as 
The Fruite of the Sflrit as Paul expresees in Galatians 
5:22,21. --
Do that which you would want done to 7oursel.f. Do nothing that 
you would be ashamsd of in the sight of God or man. 
Abiding by the oommandmente of God recorded in the Bible. 
personal experience of saving graoe, one oomee more nes.rlr able 
to do this as Jesus taught in the lew Testament. Conducting 
one's personal li.fe in a manner pleasing to God and in accord• 
anoe with Christian oulture sooietr• 
That a person who professes Christianity ought to live by 
moral principle of Christ. 
The moral law as enlarged upon and explained in the entire 
To sts..m11utt • 
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or negative attitude on each of the questions. of the partie• 
ipants 'Wrote in certain qualifications or limitations to their 
1. I do or do not believe that moral behavior is one of the 
basic problems of our society today. 
Do - 61 
Do Not ... 5 
a. I do or do not believe I a clear understanding ot 
what Christian Moral Behavior means and involves. 
Do - 63 
Do Jot • 2 
Qualified • 3 
s. I do or do not believe that the Chrhtian faith and ita 
principles provide the best foundation tor moral behavior. 
Do 
- 68 
Do ... 38 
Do lot ... 21 
Qualified - 14 
5. I do or do not believe that Christian Koral Behavior would be 
more widely practiced through a more effective teaching progr~. 
Do ... 61 
Do lot - 2 
Qualified - 2 
6. I do or do not promote a specific, pre-arranged plan tor 
teaching Christian Moral Behavior •. 
Do - 24 
Do Not - 31 
QuaU.f'ied .. 4 
OF TO EFli'ECTlVE CHR!STIAW 
individWll 
attitude concerning definite principles judged by each participant as 
comprehension and understanding of the various terms. The following 
are the attitudes expretsed in this area according to the individual 
undersiiandingt 
A Chrbtian experience which includes both :forgiveness of' ein 
and the complete cleansing of the carnal nature. This involwe 
the complete surrender to the will of God in all experiences of 
life. 
An adequate knCM'ledge or 
havior. 
A keen conao1ousneu of the presence or God. 
To be thoroughly grounded in the basic oonoept of love as 
viewed in a Chriltian frame of reference. 
Awhole8ome attitude toward self and a sincere interest in 
others. 
The will of God, rewaled through Hie law, and His Word. 
The leadership of' the Holy Spirit to spell out His will in 
terms of my personal responeibility. 
A vital experience in Christ. 
A willingness to walk and be taught in Christ. 
A Scriptural knowledge of God's righteouaneas. 
of 
Clear religious experience. 
Understanding of Chriatian teaching on right and wrong. 
Vital personal relationship to Jesus Christ. 
Understanding of the basic teaching of Scripture and how they 
apply to life d tuation.a. 
An unfaltering faith, God has revealed Himself and His will 
in Christ and the Bible. 
One must have experienced forgiveness of sins and purity of 
heart. 
Golden Rule. 
Belief that Bible b God and is our only complete 
am true guide for our lives. There must be complete oonvictio:a 
that 's Word is God • s voice speaking to us. Then the in• 
di'ridual and eventually the uoolety accepts this as a real un• 
changing standard. 
A Christian experience. This will enable the Christian to 
obey the Bible and God. 
IAading the individual to a personal acceptance of Jesus Christ 
as Sa?ior and Lord. 
I~ligious training in the home church regarding the thought&, 
rights, and privileges of others. 
Teaching through example and personal illustration of the pupil 
by loas of acme privilege. 
A genuine experience of the new birth. 
lndootrination in the Word with a purpose of heart to 
follow it, and an acceptance of' Christ aa the pattern. 
A sound, evangelical experience of the new birth baaed upon 
Scripture. 
A continuance of walking in and building upon that foundation of 
Ohri1tian experience through study prayer. 
Jesu1 Christ • this is important in our day. 
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A knowledge of the teaching of the New Testament on the conduct 
of a Christian. The reason I refer to Jesus Christ and the 
Scriptures only, is that they are the highest and most authen• 
tic today. 
What we are. • • Charact.r. 
What we do ••• praotice ••• code of ethics. 
Both of the &bow are influenced by what .we think ••• we are ad-
monished by the Holy Writ to think upon the good things. 
A real love for one's fellow an. 
Be ye holy. Jesus left this goal us. 
Truth, honesty, sobriety, a pure heart. 
Experiencing the new birth and sanctification without which no 
man Will see the Lord. 
Study of the Word of God for correction, reproof, and instruo• 
tit:m in righteousness., praying always in the Spirit. 
heart. 
Sincerity of desire. 
Discipline • 
Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. 
A right concept of service to others. 
ie holy, righteous, and just, therefore He opposes andwill 
condemn those qualities that are to Hia nature. 
We are accountable to God, our Creator and Savior for our be• 
havior. 
Regeneration as in II C orinthi~~~J:~.~S fh 17 • 
Surrender to the cleansing, filling, 
Spirit. 
lnmr who you area that is, we are children of God. As His 
children certain things are expected of us. 
KnOW' what you haw. We have the resources of God avaib.ble 
to us through Chriet and the Holy Spirit. 
Acceptance of the Bible as the final rule and authority. 
Aaoeptanoe of life and influence as a stewardship for which 
accounting must made. ineluding complete dedication. 
A desire to conduct oneself in accord with a holy standard. 
A willingneu to bring m::1 conduct into line with rewaled 
Scripture, and an effort not to hinder the life and testimon'f 
of others. 
A correct understanding the of God in creating man -
to have fellowship with H~ and recogni~ing that this fellow• 
ship is not possible until sin is dealt with. 
Teaching men that the Bible declares that none are able to 
please God in their natural sinful until God worke a 
of grace in their heart. 
A thorough born again experience based upon God's 
moral teaching for His people. 
and ita 
That the Christian proves hie orthodoxy and fidelity by his 
life aote and deeds as well as teetimony by mouth. 
Salvation from sin ... by death of Jesus Christ, of the individual. 
Infilling of Life ... in salvation; that 1841 regeneration, juatU'i• 
cation, ~d sanctification. 
To pattern h'l.1ll!&n beharl or after 
Bible as written and the 
people e. standard of conduct. 
sinless life of Christ. 
interprets for ita 
A personal experience with God through Jesus Christ. 
A conviction that the Word of God means just what it says aa 
regards h'l.llmUl behavior. 
Determination to hold e. high standard regarding habits of wor-
ship with the assistance of.' a Christian home. .A right evalua• 
tion of life its purpose. 
A definite spiritual experience of regeneration. 
A clear understanding of responaibilit1 to Christian Moral 
Behavior. 
Dedication of the whole self to being a partner with God in 
doing of HiS will in love. 
Dedication to absolute and full expression of truth aa reveal• 
ed in the Word of God. 
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Strong church representation in all activities of the community. 
Matthew 22t31,S9. R~ 12:1,2. I Corinthians 10t3l. 
Posseuing a oonsoienoe void of offence toward God and man. 
This being possible principally through Christian conversion. 
Application of Christian teaching as given in the Sermon on the 
Mount. 
allegiance to and devotion to the Scriptures. 
Deeper lite emphasis that removes indifference, lukewa.rnmEunt, 
and carelessness of obedience to the things of Christ. 
Faith in God, the surrender ot eelf to God, faithful prayer life, 
maditation and study of the Word of God. 
A humble attitude toward the teaching of Jesus. 
A will perfectly subordinated to Him.. 
The redemptive impact of a dedication to Christ. 
The moral demands of God on the individual. 
The dewlopmant of an emotionally healthy per,on who knows he 
ill loved and is able to give love and empathy to his fellow man. 
Surrender of the personality to the will and direction of God 
through His Spirit. Faith in the goodness of God and His per• 
feet will. 
Personal oommittmant to Christ. 
Progr~ of Christian Education. 
The Golden Rule. 
Faith in Christ, living consi&tent in behavior, attitude, and 
ideals that one might reflect the character of Christ. 
Establishing goals that will assiat the Christian from becoming 
~all~d up in the questionable issues that could tear d~ 
the personalitY"• 
Personal experience with Christ. 
Alertness to the tims in which we U.'l16. 
A serious approach to the problem. 
Knortledge of the Word of God. 
Genuine Christian experience .. thus providing the will to do. 
Adequate knowledge of Goa•s Word • thus providing the war to go. 
A clear and definite experience of full salvation from the power 
of sin through faith in Christ and Spirit infilling. 
A systematic atudy and practice of God's Word in daily program 
of life. 
Understanding what it ia and that it is Christ in 70u outworked. 
The satisfaction received from a life of poaiti~ Christian 
moral behavior. 
A born again experience. 
Filled with the Holy Spirit. 
Sound training of children. 
Christians learn beat by living example. The minister must be 
an outstanding man or faith and love. 
Love is the direction which faith must take, and ita motivating 
force. 
C daily Bible 
to the will of God. 
Christ'~ plan for our life. 
Obedience to His c~a • 
. , 
A genuine faith :i.n Christ steming from. an experience. 
A real sincere desire to be all that God would have us to be. 
Personal faith in Jeeus Christ. 
Following the teachings of Christ. 
Godly parents and Christian upbringing. 
Personal experience of se.lvation • 
.Low for others. 
Low. 
The new birth, without which there can be no love or conformity 
to :moral law. 
birth. 
of Christian social relations. 
FOR lPLgs OF 
Once again, as in the preceding section, the attitudes ex• 
pressed concerning teaching m$thods reflect the comprehension an4 
understanding by the participant of the terms involved, such as, 
By instilling in the Christian that failure to make Beha'Vi<»." 
Christian b committing Sin. This can be done b;y prevailinc 
prayer on the part of the teacher. 
By having a consistent doctrinal message which will teach that 
this h God • s standard for every Christian. 
Example. 
Illustration, using experiences ot common understanding and 
interest. 
Bible study am the study of the needs of people around h:ila, 
far and near. 
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Earnest prayer and then putting teet under that prayer to carey 
out what God has impreased one with. 
The home il basic. The child should be encouraged to malre right 
decisions on basis of Christian principles and the results 
evaluated by the child. 
In school just to talk is not enough • should have opportunity 
to practice in class. 
The basic laws of God must be taught. 
The responsivenees of the ind:i:ridual to the Spirit's interpre• 
tation of God's will in individual oases must be sought through 
teaching, example, preaching. 
Bible olaues. 
Bible study in all departments of tbe Church. 
Consistent living by teachers. 
Example. 
Teaching within f~ork of Sunday School and Youth groups. 
Ser.on, Sunday School lessons, Youth Fellowship, Brotherhood, 
w.s~v.s., devotional and disouasion periods. 
Individual study of Scripture and related materials. The per•• 
concerned must be willing to apply and practice that which is 
learned. Hence the need for inapirational challenges to "let 
your light shine", and demonstrate by word and deed the preaence 
ot Christ within. We learn best by example and demonstration 
along with theory - therefore the teacher, be it parent, pastor, 
Sunday School teacher or other, must demonstrate the truth 
preaching teaching the Bible message of man's need 
redemption provided. 
living witnesses demonstrating the reality of redemptioa 
a:pplied. 
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Applying the Christian Gospel message to life situationa in ouzo 
Christian Education. 
~Aoleaame, sane, happy Christian home life. 
By preaching, teaching, etc., in the Church which leads to a 
real conversion experience in the individual. Also the use of 
good oatechetical and doctrinal classes. 
Placing into the hands of our people literature oa these subjects 
that they can keep, study and give to others. 
Early Christian training in life ot the parents and grand• 
parent111 before the child is bern. 
A Christian home, catechism in the Church. and personal Christ• 
iu experience with Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord, and an 
indwelling experience with the Holy Spirit as Sanctifier, etc. 
The first is the outgrowth of New Testament enngelism. 
The teoond is the outgrowth of a vision by the Church of the 
many facets of the Christian lite. 
Through the medium of' the f&mily altar and child raising. 
Through Chri.stian education in Sunday School and Church and 
Church or Christian schools. 
After a Christian experience the exereiaing of the individual 
will on the known truth. 
Through the Church by some systematic method. Preaching. 
Classroom.. 
By the same way most lessons of moral behavior are taught ••• In 
revealing the right principles in our everyday acts. 
By teaching sessions which help to establish a oode of ethica. 
Youth programs • • posters. 
at prayer 
nat. a series of sermons on these stressing the golden rule 
our behaTior as it should before others. 
Cateohbm for children and new converts. 
preaching of the Bible tram the pulpit. 
All three must have their ia.oeption in the h01'1'1e 1 brought to 
fruition and strengthened in the Church, practiced in o~ty 
school life. (1) Discipline. (2) Faith in the Lord Jesus 
Christ, {3) A right concept of service to others. 
practical ~pplication of truths presented in Sunday School 
le~teons. 
A more wide•spread use of catechism classes with particular em• 
phub upon the Christian life. 
By atressing the necessity of regeneration, and the ~portanoe 
of surrender Spirit•filled life. 
By study of the Word. Study of specific t•conduot codea" should 
be secondary, lest it lead to Pharaaaio legalism. 
Preaching from the pulpit. 
A study group on specific moral problema. 
Preaching these great truths haa always been a most effective 
way. It makes it a corporate experience. 
Working with small groups or counselling individuals. 
people have personal problema many timea thb is only way. 
An above•reproaoh exwnple of the leaders~ especially the 
Minister • 
.Preaching and/or teaching wbioh applies J2l"inoiele to 12raotioe by 
definite, pointed example diacuaaion. 
uy.-r·Am advanced by ·the Co~il of Administration reaching into 
every area of Church Life. 
brought through personal visitation 
by the Pastor and/or La:y: Uiader and Stewards. 
L~u-uL'~" a class in the Church directed ta.ard the actual dis• 
cussing and teaching of the and affirm&• 
.mu•n._ ... Behavior. 
sanctified individuals so living before men that others may 
see their good works and glorify their Father which is in heav.n. 
First • a daily personal study of the Word until Conscience is 
mwakened to our Omnipresent God ••• Teacbing of this principle will 
help but desire to study must come ot a sense of need. 
Teach, preach, and talk Christian moral conduct • use Bible, not 
philosophy' 
Use a means whereby individual 
failure. 
By breaking theological terms d~ to the average exporionoe of 
and it to ir • 
ex~ple. 
i~ more effective way o£ 
our Ohurohe;. 
in educational programa 
A higher standard maintained stre1sed in our schools as re• 
gards sex, smoking, drinking, etc. 
By example • by preaching and teaching. 
Dissemnation of §Ood literature on 
Discussion groups following sermons 
eubjeot. 
olass lectures. 
Projeot1 planned to help implement these discussions. 
prayer and devotions in when ohild is young. 
Enooura.gement from Pastor and of1'io1als for members to be active 
in publio life and witness for moral behavior. 
In preaoh.ing ... must be doctrinally oorreot but abo praotioal in 
application. 
of 
specific instruction of children Christian parents, to• 
,,, .. ,[ .. .., ... ~ with exemplary living on their part. 
Cbrhtiana witusdl':l.g aa opportunity comes in every walk of 
world would see a semon than to hear one. 
services, teaching in Sunday School, in 
special in social relations. 
practical illustrations training experienees, 
e.g., concrete illustrations of living experiences. 
to of our dedication 
Christ. 
Through loving parents who exemplify righteoUSnt!I!Hl in their 
dealings with and before children. 
children progressively IU1 opportunity to moral 
as they gradually establish their independence. 
example of others. 
Conaistent lives of parents. 
Sunday School class projects. 
An "each ono help one" type 
order of Alcoholics Anonymous. 
A Biblical presentation of the of personality, image 
of God, and its relationship to the whole charaoter and 
ISOd.ety. 
By an etfeotive life that is not self centered but could 1tand 
pressures of life stability. consistency and 
personal behavior beyond reproach. 
more 
Bible stud;y. 
a high standard 
Definite study course (midweek, Sunday eve., etc.) with this 
need mindt 
upon f~ilyworship 
The basic concept of the Word that ill; 
vital, living of God His will tor man. Ita cb• 
the Pastor to the last aervanoe should be promoted tram 
and official of 
The principles of Christian morality must first be lived in the 
• 
up Christian social 
personal satisfaction 
Preaching of the Word. 
A teaching program 
of 
work shops which :results 
Church. 
• 
by living t'l!Xii!I..'I!I.1:>J.e 
an outstanding man of faith and love. 
• The minister must be 
-
paralleling tho men 
the foolishness of preach• 
By preacihing and teaching, Church programming so as to empha• 
size by tracts literature, testimonials. 
'sword for instruction and direction. 
. A 
life of 
being taught 
shewing the demands of Christ 
helping others 
privilege. 
plalllled over a long range. 
responsibility to God. 
Spirit. 
( pl"aotical) • 
hollllf). 
School curriculum. 
For the added benefit clarity and the increased under• 
standing reflected in the findings of 
netion by of analysis in 
the vitally 
intent of the question• 
select individuals and the attitudes 
of reference 
of used the • there are oul;y two 
a.e one 
circulated pal"'tia 1 pants, :and a a.. 
select grou!>• The in the subject waa 
quite in that of the sevanty•fi"'rn contacted 
The report of the concept of Christian Moral Behavior in 
number seven of questionnaire was recorded 
on 
of thought noted here. At definitely 
to of God as the foundat:J.I;)ne 
--
living the Christ-like Life. Others point up the fact that Christian 
--
and man. Some refer to it as a quality of life while others look 
it as to a. of life required of man. The 
difficulty of finding basic similarities 
or if he will turn to section and try to condense 
the concepts into their basic essentials. Could this fact possibly 
contribute to contusion the minds of Lay members on the subject? 
measured for atti• 
~ring the first question, sixty-three answered in the affirmati~. 
These believed that moral behavior is one of the basic problema ot 
our society today. The way 
behavior is not ae·tel!"n11tmtd. 
............ 
suggested. 
&Ed therefore indicated as did. 
Sixty•six indicated that they 
what Christian Moral Behavior ~ana and 
------ --..;;;.,.,- -------
reaervations on full satisfaction in 
e. solution to the problem 
it was 
the Christian faith and ita 
had reservations. contrast this with the attitudes ex• 
pressed in question four inwhich 
people understand what Christian .--......... .....;;;.........,;..;.;...;..;;.. means involves, 
felt their people eight held various kinde 
of qualifications on their convictions. This would seem to indicate 
the lives of their people 
suggested by the fifth category in which sixty-one felt that Christ• 
programwould not help and one qualified the attitude by saying that 
teaching alons was not enough. (a 
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question indicated that only tw'enty-.t'onr :felt they were promoting a 
specific, pre-arranged plan for teaching Christian Moral Behavior. 
Thirty•seven believed they had no such program as far as a planned 
course of action waa concerned. Three added various elements of 
qualification. If one has no goal toward which to direct his efforts, 
he will never reach it. It b definitely a trite expression and yet 
it carries with it a profound truth. 
At the close of the questionnaire a questionwas directed to 
determine just how much of the program suggested in the preceding 
two sections had been incorporated in his local situation. Only one 
indicated he had incorporated none. The writer feels this was a 
misunderstanding of the question. Nevertheless, it is the expressed 
attitude of that one individual to the same question submitted to 
all. Thirty•five indicated they had adopted some of their program 
and twenty-four felt they had incorporated all their suggested pre• 
groon. One may quickly observe that the questionnaire leaves man, 
areas untouched. It would be extremely difficult to measure some 
areas beyond this point. For example, an individual may belieTI that 
he baa a full grasp of basic Christian Moral Behavior principles aDd 
still be far from the truth. He may believe that he has a good pro• 
gram and have it all functioning smoothly while in reality it is a 
very minimum approach. It may even be possible to have a strong 
basic cere of principles and be trying diligently to incorporate 
them and still fail to reach the lives of people because the ap• 
proach 11 wrong. 
The more one becomes involved in the many ramifications of 
the problem, the more he is imprened with an utter dependence upon 
divi.ne intervention for personal perspective and a faith re• 
leases divine wisdom and directives in solving the problems. 
~10 purpose of this chapter was the determination of atti• 
tudea in response to various 
elders of the Pacific Northwest Conference in the Evangelical United 
ceived. These attitudes provided a contemporary perspective to the 
total picture in the approach to teaching Christian Moral Behavior 
in the light of present day attitudes. 
It revealed that a very high percent ot the participants be• 
lieved the moral behavior problem is one of basic importance, that 
they have a clear understanding of what Christian Moral Behavior 
means and involves, that the Christian faith and its principles 
provide the best foundation for moral behavior, and that the prac• 
tice of Christian Moral Behavior would 
tive teaching program. Over fifty percent believed that their 
people did not understand what Christian Moral Behavior m8&nt and 
involved. All but one expressed the conviction that they were in• 
oorporating s oms of their own 
ian Mo~al Behavior while almost one•third felt they were doing all 
- ---- __ .....__ 
they knew to do. 
Sl 
expressions of the concept of Christian Moral Behavior 
and yet one 
attitudes to a 
that this could lead to confusion in 
for foundation prinoipl9s to effective Christian Moral Be• 
--------
haviol" revealed a wide of opinion. It need not be nee• 
essarily concluded that this as as it ultimately 
sol~s the whole problem. request for effective te~aohing pro ... 
auggestions which be profitable if they 
subject 
untouched. it did contribute some valuable attitudes concerning 
the ultimate teak of 
CHAPTER FIVE 
v 
One of the firat steps in the solution to any problem is to 
recognize that the problem exists. It would be sheer folly to deny 
the existence of a moral problem in human relations. That thie prob• 
lem exists has been stated and implied in several parts of this study 
already, and certainly may be interred from many more. In survey 
fashion aJo:me of the problems in this area have been considered ia 
this chapter. This consideration was not exhaustive but was intended 
to be suggestive as an approach to analysis of every problem area in 
Christian Moral Behavior. The problems suggested here fall into wo 
general areas. They ant some problema in establishing Christian 
lioral Behavior principles, and some problema in teaching Christian 
JKoral Behavior. 
ESTABLISHHiG 
Dete:rmlne ~~Principles~· The most logical point 
of beginning is with the principles involved and the problema aug• 
gested by their nature and inter-relationships. 
Chapter Two states some of the basic biblical principles 
of Christian Moral Behavior. lh.'lwever, one cannot juat borrow a 
body of truth from another person's thought. He must~ the 
truth. What must oonatitut.e the body of knodedge of the nature 
could 
gued that one must possess complete knowledge of the full nature of 
God before he can live the Christian Moral Life. On the other hand, 
the individul who has absolutely no knowledge of' God could not be 
expected to follow the principles of Christian Koral Behavior b.• 
telligently and of his own will. Therefore, the problem remain$ to 
determine what basic knowledge of God b essential to insure an in• 
troduotion into the Christian ~!oral Lite • 
..... ._.--....;. ..... _.......__,.. -
What shall constitute the body of knowledge concerning the 
&hall I do to inherit eternal life?'* and the jailor asked, 
must I do to be saved?~ there must be a recognition and 
knowledge of personal need before individual will seek a solu• 
tion to his problem. Veey close to problem b tho further 
need of a clear statement of the will of God in terminology that 
Dete:rmine V~llether ~ PrincJ.lles.!!:!, Related. Are the prin• 
ciples related to the need? Are they the tools for the job? It 
would be a poor workman who began a without first aoquaintin& 
himself with the task at hand. Imagine if you can one's dismay if 
were to observe. a physician enter the operating room with a set 
of mechanic's tools under one arm and a oook book under the other. 
Yet, how often do wo observe Christian workers endeavor to undertake 
a task with little or no preparation, with tools they do not know 
hO'N to handle • and faoe proble:ru of which they are not aware. The 
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by Holy Spirit if the individual will seek it out. 
the moral life must consider only the idea but 
Biblloal 
pretat:lon the possibility of human error! Where in the soripturea 
... .,., .............. of the I.s.w or Ten Commandmenta to 
--
without that which is spoken of by the prophet in Jeremiah 31:33 
in promises to put Hb law· "in their inward parts, and in 
creation of II Corinthians 5:17? 
Reversing the approach, what are the moral implications of 
the Sermon On The Mount? Then what are the comparisons and con• 
--------
trasts implications with those of the Old Covenant rela• 
tionship? A careful study of the lew Testament reveals the moral 
ideal of God t s will implied in the teachings of Chrbt concerning 
the ot God. They are: holinen as the fulfilment of Divine 
will, Chriatlikeness as the norm or standard, and the brotherhood or 
unit;y of m~~.n u the fulfilment of the I.s.w to love one another.1 
l Orr, "Outline of New Testament Ethioan, The Inter• 
national !~~ar! Bible Enozolo;eedia (Grand Rapid1u wm:-13. Eerd-
mana Publishing Co., !95f}, II, !021. 
is the part that the Bible plays in beginning &nd sustaining Christian 
Moral Behavior. h it pouible apart boom the Bible to institute 
Christian Moral Behavior? If not, why? 
The task of the Holy Spirit in instituting and sustaining the 
moral lite needs to be considered. Bow essential is the Holy Spirit 
in this respect? Then, what is the capacity of the Holy Spirit in 
prom.oting and sustaining morality? What do the Scriptures teaGh 
conGerning the ministry of the Spirit in the moral life? 
Another aspect is that of the conscience in Christian Koral 
Behavior. What is the Biblical sense of conscience? t'fhat doe111 it 
mean to have an enli5!:-tened con~oien.oe? What does it mean to ha'fe a 
conscience void of o:tfense? b it possible to enlarge or increue 
-----
the capacity and effectiveness of the conscience in respect to the 
moral life? To what extent is the conscience free in light of the 
free moral agency of the will of man? 
These suggest only a few of the means of moral behavior. 
others that operate in Christian Moral Behavior are faith, the con• 
version experience, justification, sanctification, and prayer. 
There needs to be a practical determination of what each does IU.\d 
does not do with respect to the moral lite. 
It is not difficult to conoe1 .. that one could continue to 
considerable length proposing problems and involvements of 
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The an.wers to the problema projected in the preceding section 
are not too d:U'fioult to determine. They are quite adequately ud in 
some instances thoroughly handled in the works listed in the biblio-
graphy. or special interest are those of Henryl, lllurray2, and 
Weidner5• However, it is quite evident that these works present a 
scholarly approach and major in technical terminology. The author 
contends that there are few laymenwho are qualified by preparation 
or who rill expend the time and effort to comprehend or even read 
neglected area of the practical approach to the problems of teach• 
the principles of Christian Moral Behavior. 
Establish Justification!!!: 'feacM.!J• Even after the prin• 
ciplee of Christian Moral Behavior have been determined, there still 
remains the problem or impleDmtat:i.on. Thb task b in part accom.• 
plished through the teaching process. The purpose of teaching ma, 
1 Carl H. F'. H$nry. Christian Persor.ml Ethics (Grand Rapids. 
Michigan: wm.. s. Eerdm.llns Publishing Co., 1§5,). 
2 John M. Murray, Prinoitles of Conduct (Grand Rapids, 
Michiga:~u W:m.. B. Eerd:m.ans Publeliin'gc o. • 1§57) • 
8 Revere Franklin Weidner, 
(~liladelphia~ G. w. Frederick 
of Christian Ethics 
1893}. 
to 
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No standard of Chriatian Moral Behavior can be safely estab• 
lished without first considering the mADY vital problema which pre-
cede the actual response ct an individual to a body of truth by 
which the resulting act of the will becomes moral. Neither can one 
who has established a certain standard ot moral behavior impose 
that standard upon another. Such an act violates freed~ of will. 
Establishing a standard of behavior must be according to certain 
l~e of learning through which a body of truth becomes an actual 
reality in the experience of an individual and thus govern action. 
There are also problems involved in the establishment of 
Christian Moral Principles. One must determine what the princi-
ples are. One must determine whether the principles are relative; 
that is, do they meet the expressed need and provide the proper 
solution. One must be able to determine tho biblical concept of the 
moral ideal and the means of moral behavior. Other problema are 
involved in teaching the principles. ODe must be reasonably certain 
that tho teaching method will bring desirable results. He must re• 
cognize certain motivating forces as environmsnt, inhibitions, and 
feara. He must understand something of the processes and inner 
working of the teaching-learning process. The more adequately o~ 
solvee such problems, the more certain he may feel of ultimate 
CHAPTER SIX 
CHAPTER VI 
The principles noted in Chapter Il with the composite report 
of Chapter IV provide a suggested body of Biblio.Christian prineiplea 
as such principles remain unrelated to life, they have never attained 
their purpose intended by God for the need of man. Therefore, the 
purpose of this chapter was to project certain factors in the teach-
ing prooese and methods for implementing the principles. 
Is it really necessary to put forth so much effort to be 
moral? Does not each individual possess enough innate potential de• 
eire for a fSOod life that he will work out his own improvement? !''or 
the sake of contrast, a very challenging report in a negative ap• 
proaoh to one area of moral behavior as it pertains to juvenile de• 
linquency appeared in a recent article a newspaper and is priBted 
here as a very pointed suggestion of what can happen if we neglect 
our reaponsibility in the suooeesful implementation of the prinoi• 
plea of Christian Moral Behavior. The report was prepared by the 
police department of Houston, Texas, and suggests twelve rules for 
raising delinquent children. They are as follows: 
1. Begin with infancy to give the child everything he wante. 
In this way he will grow up to believe the world owes him a 
living. 
2. \~hen he picks up bad words, laugh at him. This will make 
him think he's cute. It will also encourage him to pick up 
"cuterH phrases that will blow off the top of your head later. 
3. Never give him lfA'AY spiritual training. vVait till he is 21 
and then let him. "decide for him~~~elf. tt 
4. Avo14 use of the word "wrong.'' •Y develop a guilt com ... 
plex. This will condition to believe, later, when he is 
arrested for stealing a oar, that soeiety is against him and 
is bei~ persecuted. 
5. Pick up everything he leaves lying aro\md ... books, shoes 
and clothing. Do everything for him. so be will be experienced 
in throwing all responsibility on to others. 
6. Let hi,a read eu1y printed •tter he can get hils hands on. 
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careful that the silverware drinking glasses are steril• 
ixed, but let his mind feast on garbage. 
7. Quarrel freq'Uiintly in the presence your children. In 
this way they will not be too ahooked •hen the home b broken 
later. 
s. Give a child all the ~Spending money he wants. Neve~ let 
earn his ~. should he have things as tough as you 
had them.? 
9. Satisfy hb every for food, drink, and comfort. 
See that every sensual desire b gratified. Denial may lead 
to harmful frustration. 
10. Take his part against neighbors, teachers and policemllm. 
They are all prejudiced againat your child. 
11. When he gets into real trouble, apologize for yourself by 
sa;ying, "I never could anything with him." 1 12. Prepare for a life of grief. You will be apt to have it. 
It may be that we do not realize how extensively such philos• 
ophy is being practiced and with such disastrous results. With these 
sobering thought in mind, turn now to consider SGJJ18 procedures tor 
teaohiag Chrbtian Moral Behavior. Two areas are oondderedt cor• 
tain factors in the teaching process, and the implementatioa of 
1 I!Jimr To Raise Delin.quent Children", Ore1on Journal, Feb ... 
ruary 11, 1969, P• 21. 
14 
the most crucial point in 
If this b just an automatic prooeu, there b no cau1e for alam and 
this entire study ia wasted effort. However, if ultilu.te suco!l'ss de• 
pends on the full comprehension of such a process, we should give it 
exposed to the truth 
being interested in the truth 
doing something about the truth 
being controlled by the truth 
How etten do adults who are already workers in thia prooe1s 
take the concluding portions for granted? Of course, if there were 
never notice their absence. Let us :m.alte a genfilralbation by saying 
that when any given stimuli is focused upon a given capacity for 
lishing even temporary goals, without anticipation of si~ of pro• 
gress along the way, the end result ay be very !Me:f'inite and even 
doubtful. Dr. IsBar contends that a pupil's growth b determined 
not by what he hears, but by what he does about what he hears. She 
says the important thing 11 what is happening inside the pupil. He 
l Lois E. IsBar, Education :fhat II Christian, P• 14'1. 
------
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l 
work with the Spirit of God, He oan use them to effect inner changes. 
Onl7 a min~um or research re~als that ~ taotors are oper• 
ative in the teaching process. Of these, the wr.iter has eelected 
.!!:!, Teacher !.!. Ortean1zer. It b the teacher who 1111 charged 
with the responsibilit7 of assuming the initiative in this proceas. 
There must be en evident willingnesa to learn on the part of the 
teacher as well as the pupil. Such willingness must express itself 
in :reaching out to obtain. There must be a consciousness of the 
responsibility involved. To minimise this responsibility may jeo• 
laws are also operative in the teaching process. ~The teacher must 
2 
knc:M" that whioh he would teach." A deeper li!l:\l~liimi11ation of thb law 
reveals a profound truth that implies the moral obligatio11 to tmpart 
oo:afidence to the pupil as well. The teacher must be prepared at 
all times, must be practical i11 application, must emulate clarity, 
must be dilige11t 111 research, and have additional resources avail• 
able always. 
l ~·• P• 136. 
2 John Gregory. !E.• cit •• P• 14. 
16 
principles 
such lesson truths. One such law is. that "the truth to be taught 
must be learned through truth already knmm.."1 The journey with 
truth must proceed from. the knovrn to the tmknowa. The principles 
which are embodied in the lesson truth must be adapted to the under• 
standing of the pupil • 
.!!!. PuJ.!il .!!. Object. i'he pupil b a most highly favored in• 
di'Vidual. The aoripturoes indicate that man h the obj•ct of God • s 
special affeation. God so loved the world that surrend•:red the 
most pr•cious poss•ssion H• had tor the benefit of man. John Stl6. 
wl1ieh he desires to learn. 2 Knmfledge must be made relative to dd 
hie learning even though he is not entirely helpl•ss in the process. 
The individual interest levels of the pupil must be determined 
should learn to 
e~rcise a searching mind because it is only when the will is reach• 
l Ibid •• P• 58. 
-2 Ibid •• P• 24. 
'l7 
a goal, the pupil 
• 
process is that in his own 
mind the truth to be lcanHH:l. 1 If thb goal ie attained it will pro• 
awill in life to 
identified with 
whole process may enlarge into 
a gnat adventure of seeking more and ... 1ore new truth. Applied to the 
Christian faith, it guarantees that life is worth living. 
l ~·• P•, 97. 
There b but one step - one ingredient remaining in the pro-
eels of' teaching Chrbttan Koral Beharlor. It is that act of faith 
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which thr0111s the switch to release the power of God that trees eTery 
factor to strive toward its ultimate goal which in this case is 
Christian Moral BehaTior. Without faith it is impossible to please 
God. It is faith that turns the needy, trusting soul to The Father 
in confident expectation of the answer. Let the reader imagi~ that 
a oo:otest called the Course of Life. Let the teacher represent the 
-------
Spirit. Let the lesson represent eternal truth embodied in 
principles of Christian Moral Behavior. Let the pupil represent 
individuals. And let represent the pattern of 
two areas of approach in 
the implementation of Christian Moral PrinoiElee. They are msthod, 
and the area of impact. Let the method ropre$Emt the rules of the 
the areas of impaot great arena. 
1!.! Method -~ !2, ~ocom;elish ~ ~· Just to have the 
doctor diagnose the ailment does not mean that a cure has been re• 
ceived. Neither the patient nor the doctor is satisfied until the 
cure has been effected. Likewise, to the lost soul that fails to 
. ' 
19 
heed the diagnosia and approprb.te the cure, there b no escape. !o 
the ODS that fails to appropriate all that God ha111 for the believer 
by faith, there b frustration, contusion, and discouragement. But 
it Deed. not be. 
All participants in the arena are urged. to use all the means 
of a-n.ilablet prayer that will release the p~~Wer of God., Bible 
etud.7 that unfolds the eternal and. promises, private de-
votion that sends conviction and still enriches the soul, family 
worehip that encourages and provides a witness for faith, preaching 
that frees the spoken word. in the of the Spirit. !he meane ot 
grace a~> aided and und~rgirded by t~e written word in tracts aDd 
filma. !he Holy t leads in the provisio~ of instruction and 
eneouragement tor parents and workara. Moral righteousness becomaa 
the standard order of the day. No sin is permitted to go uncon"' 
fEUII\u!lld or covered in the liwe of the players. Attitudes and W• 
riera to faith and moral righteousness in wr· ioh ohildren and unbe• 
liev~·u:•a are ordered by fellow contestants to a certain pattern ct 
behavior simply because they had played the game (had received light) 
k::nem theire was the beat wa:y, were broken. dO'It!l. Ind!viduab 
vmre instructed enoouragsd to moral righteousneu 
the exercise of their wil.l after having bsen instructsd. 
true holiness that became the order of their life. 
Areas 2!_ Imeo:t.• As the contest increased i:n. tempo, the 
areu of impact became more prominent. !he home as the basic 
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iDatitution of family life became the place where children were en• 
ooura,ed to make their ow.n decisions on the basis of Christian prin-
1 
oiple. !he church took its place of leadership in providi~ for 
regular instruction appropriate to the individual need. It also pro• 
vided the opportunity for needed expreesion of the Christian faith. 
It developed a progre.m of evangelima and a vision for fil'f'eey facet 
tho Christian lit'e. 2 That which was born in the hom, which grew and 
beoa.:me flltronger in the church, now went out to e:.mrciae itself 1n the 
tho Holy Spirit to became active in public life with a witness for 
Christian Moral Behavior. 3 Every participant joined in the profea• 
sion of his faith in that though they were not perfect, they had 
a perfect Lord; though they were still human, they had found 
a power to live a pure and profitable life. 
The procedures for teaching Christian Moral Behavior were con• 
sidered from two approaches: certain factors in the teaching pro• 
cess, and the implementation of £h~ist~~~ Moral PrinciEles. Four 
factors of the teaching process were selected. The teacher as organ• 
iaer is the one who takes the initiative to impart the truth while 
taking tull responsibility 1n evaluation of all other faotors so 
1 D. Bassett, Questionnaire, November. 1968. 
2 \'fendell Iti.lls, Questionnaire,. i~ovember, 1968. 
3 J~s Vance, Questionnaire. November, 1958. 
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might be utilized the 
embodies the truth to be taught. 
eff'icienoy. 
the object 
lesson 
the 
.,..., ......... 06 procesa NJd responds adequately are 
met.. The goal represents the ultimate end of the teaGhing process 
which is the Christian Moral 1!£!.. A partial allegory was to 
bear the account impleme:n:iation of Christian Moral Behavior. 
divisions were two; the utilizes all the me~ of 
available to implement the as principles into life, pro-
instruction for parents and workers, requires the standard of 
moral righteousness for all, and breaka down barriers that destroy 
ef'fioiemcy• and secondly, the areas of impact in which the teaching• 
learning process takes place. ~Uth each participant fulfilling each 
responsibility, it is reasonable to believe that a high 
le~l of teaching will be realized in Christian Moral Behavior. 

CHAPTER VII 
C ONC LUSI ONS 
The predominant purpose of this study was a research into the 
Problem 2£. 'l'esohhg Christian Moral Behavior. Several objectives 
were established. A body of truth was compiled in Chapter Two as 
basic principle. That suppleMnted with part of Chapter Four fo:ru 
the principles of Christian Moral Behavior. Briefly, they concerned 
those truths whioh are derived from God in revelation of His plan 
and purpose for man; and secondly. those concerned with the nature 
and need of man in whioh the provision tor salvation has been pro• 
vided in Christ by grace. Chapter Three was primarily for orien• 
tation and traced the development of moral behavior with its in• 
fluence upon Christian Moral Behavior. Chapter Four reflected the 
contemporary attitude toward the subject and at the saM time re• 
vealed areas of disagreement or uncertainly that ware evidence of 
the need for a mora thorough understanding of the problem and an 
approach to the solution. Various problems in the approach to 
teaching Christian Mora.l BEihavior were disouued in Chapter !<'iva. 
Chapter projected the role of the teacher, les$on, pupil, and 
goal with their application or implementation in the areas of life 
to produce the Christian Moral Life. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The Bible does provide an adequate foundation in principles for 
Christian Koral Behavior. 
2. There is a definite me1U1ure of disagreement in enlu&ti ,g the 
problem of Christian Moral Behavior. 
3. There is an indefinite expression of opinion concerning a solu• 
\ion to the problem. 
4. The biblical principles are adequate for the mor&l predicament 
of man but only when appropriated. 
5. Some ministers do not maintain a conscious, concerted approach 
to the problems of Christian Moral Living. 
6. The principles of Christian Moral Behavior are adaptable to the 
principles of sound teaching. 
7. The techniques of sound teaching principle will provide a much 
higher quality of moral living if utilised in an organised, 
systematic program. 
a. The proper utilisation of biblical principles in a teaching 
program adapting specific teaching procedures will result in 
lives that consistently emulate Christian Moral Behavior. 
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1. A questionnaire circulated among the leading selected laymen of 
the to determine lay attitudes on Christian Koral Behavio~. 
It would provide an interesting for comparbon and contrast 
with of the clergy. 
2. A case study approach to suggest various situations that eumplify 
om:ttem:p·o~~l'f.'Y Christian moral issues and then direct an ap• 
solution to the case usiBg the principles of Christian 
Behavior. 
s. A critical of the principles Christian Behavior 
in of psychological age•level potential to project a 
teaching schedule in which aspects of the principles comprehend-
able at varioue age levels are taught childhood providing a 
cohesive and logical pattern of instruction. 
4. Conatruot a bibliograph;y of suggested and available reading mater• 
ials in the various categories of Christian ~al Living. 
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